Dialysis without membranes: how and why?
Dialysis between two flowing, miscible fluids without an intervening membrane enhances both the transport rate and biocompatibility. Unfortunately, it also presents serious challenges, including the loss of pressure as a driving force for volume transport, the need for sterile dialysate in greater quantity than in conventional dialysis, the possibility of unacceptable protein loss, and even the possibility of blood cell loss. This paper quantifies these advantages and disadvantages, and evaluate the means by which the latter might be surmounted. Preliminary data are provided to show that stable flows of one fluid sheathing another, miscible fluid are achievable and that molecular exchange between the fluids is orderly and in qualitative agreement with the theory. Extension of the concept to other blood purification tasks, especially in the treatment of liver failure and various macromolecular separations, is also discussed. In conclusion, membraneless separations will require a secondary process and a recycle stream. Under these conditions, its advantages can be preserved and its disadvantages controlled.